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TriQuint Semiconductor Inc has
announced initial production ship-
ments of a new high-efficiency, low-
cost 7x7x1.3mm Quad-Band GSM
GPRS power amplifier module (PAM).
Unlike some competing solutions, the
TQM7M4022 GSM PAM provides
advanced internal voltage reference
and power control functionality in a
low pin-count package compatible
with existing phone PCB board design
and manufacturing techniques.
“Design work for the TQM7M4022
started with customers,” said presi-
dent and CEO Ralph Quinsey.“We
made this PA more rugged while
increasing ease-of-use. It features
internal power control, internal refer-
ence voltage, smaller size, lower pin-
count, high-efficiency, and, due to
TriQuint’s manufacturing strength, is
offered at a price that’s easy on the
BOM for anyone designing a next-
generation GSM handset.”
TriQuint ships its Quad-Band PA module
RF and baseband semiconductor
manufacturers face difficult times as
they confront growing pressure
from handset manufacturers to
design and deliver in shorter time
frames, ultra-efficiently, yet with com-
petitively priced devices. Fabless
companies are not as affected, since
they focus almost exclusively on the
design aspect. However, companies
that run their own production units
have to concentrate on streamlining
development processes.
“Ultimately, vendors need to adopt
innovative strategies and efficient
methodologies to design devices
that enhance the talk time, the
power characteristics, and the over-
all performance of both the RF and
baseband segments while maintain-
ing a check on the costs,” says Frost
& Sullivan’s research analyst
Ramanan Rajagopalan.
Currently, RF semiconductor design-
ers are working to upgrade prod-
ucts with greater levels of front-end
integration. In the baseband of the
handset, integration is taking place
at application level, with baseband
designers attempting to build
processors and power management
ICs offering superior performance.
Leading RF and baseband solution
providers are working towards the
creation of a single radio-on-chip
solution, integrating RF and base-
band on a single chip.
With customers continuing to seek
handsets with new features, the
European market is predominantly
turning into a replacement market.
While the constant demand for fea-
tures helps drive the usage of semi-
conductors in handsets, it could
pose a challenge to semiconductor
suppliers to manufacture products
with a performance competitive
edge rather than features.The mar-
ket for wireless handset semicon-
ductors however looks promising.
Market revenues touched $6.03bn
in 2003 and are projected to reach
$15.26bn in 2010. Further, the evo-
lution of handsets from single
mode to multi mode, multiband
devices, and the constant incorpo-
ration of value-adding functionali-
ties, such as global positioning 
system (GPS) and Bluetooth, stimu-
lates demand for high-performing
semiconductor devices that use
efficient process technologies.
As cellular standards transition
from 2G to 3G - and even to 4G in
the near future - semiconductor
device manufacturers are forced to
develop innovative baseband solu-
tions that are also reasonably
priced, to the benefit of handset
manufacturers, with improvements
in terms of form factor shrink,
power characteristics, and signal
processing capabilities.
“The future of the handset RF and
baseband semiconductor market in
Europe appears bright and robust.
The rapid technological advance-
ments shall result in the design and
development of high-performing,
cost-effective products that meet
and exceed the demands set forth
by handset manufacturers,”
concludes Rajagopalan.
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